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Papercraft Cars
Twenty-four sheets of authentic origami paper (two each of 12 different colors: red, yellow, royal blue, azure, orange, lime green,
kelly green, sky blue, pink, peach, tan, gray) for creating fascinating figures, shapes, and objects. Easier-to-fold, large-size whitebacked sheets help origamists free a multitude of configurations from flat piece of paper.
Alfa Romeo 916 GTV and Spider traces the complete story of the Alfa Romeo GTV and Spider models produced between 1994 2005, commonly known to enthusiasts by the manufacturer's project code as the 916 series. The 916 models would always be
controversial - they replaced the iconic Spider, the best-selling Alfa Romeo sports model of all time, and the brand-establishing
Alfetta GTV. Sharing components and a platform with a humble Fiat hatchback, would the cars ever be considered 'real' Alfa
Romeos? The cars were critically acclaimed, and, though they faced tough competition in the late 1990s from the likes of the Audi
TT, they remained in production for over a decade. Topics covered include: Full history of the 916 series GTV and Spider models;
Design, development and evolution of the models from 1994 - 2005; Participation of the GTV in motorsport; Model variations in
depth through all three facelifts; Previously unpublished production figures, and chassis numbers for the desirable, limited-edition
GTV Cup model. Comprehensively researched guide to the entire lifespan of the 916 series.Will appeal to Alfa Romeo and
automotive enthusiasts.The history and design process are examined along with an in-depth guide to each of the model variants
produced.The cars' current position in the classic car market is considered.Superbly illustrated with 240 colour photographs.Robert
Foskett is a life-long Italian car enthusiast with a special interest in Alfa Romeo.
Supercars Lamborghini Huracan Performante Sketchbook This a superb and perfect Lamborghini Sketchbook, It can be used for
Drawing, Doodling or Sketching, Writing Notes, or as a Notebook Journal,This book has 120 Blank pages and is printed on high
quality stock, a great gift for a friend or a family member. Sletchbook size 8.5 x11 inches, and has durable pages. Get your copy
today! Premium matte cover design Printed on high quality interior pages Blank white paper Perfectly sized at 8.5" x 11" Perfect
gift for elder. Also great gift for anyone who loves exotic super cars Specially Lamborghini If you are looking for a great
Lamborghini Sketchbook with reasonable price, this book is a great choice for you. You'll love it! Click on Rida Sky Cars (Author)
for more awesome Books
A charming collection of authentic vintage paper toys to be made and treasured In recent years, papercraft has been making a
comeback, and flourishing on free sites all over the internet. Both children and adults have fun making these little paper toys;
creating a smiling robot, comic hero, or a small animal. Some collect them, others use them to decorate their office, or to give to
friends and colleagues. Paper toys appeal to a wide audience due to their simplicity, beauty, and originality, thus ensuring their
spectacular success worldwide. But make no mistake, it is not just hobby involving the cutting of A4 sheets and the gluing of a few
tabs--it is an art form rooted in origami and practiced by graphic artists from all backgrounds. It takes imagination and talent to
create these little figures in paper! This book contains more than 60 vintage designs suitable for all abilities including cars, animals,
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trains, and airplanes. All that is required is a pair of scissors, some glue and, most importantly, a little patience.
Featuring 40 original illustrations of aerial instructors and students. As aerial silk fabrics swirl beneath the artist during a spell
bounding performance, it creates a colorful pattern of moves, twists, turns and flips. This artistic display also creates a canvas of
beauty, grace and strength. This book awaits your colorful touch of warmth, vision and symmetry as though you were performing
at your own event. Feel free to make each coloring book page, exactly how you see it. Your imagination is ready to awaken.
www.aerialphysique.com

? Create sophisticated origami flowers! This beautiful collection marries two popular pastimes: origami and floral crafts.
Some of the projects mimic the look of real blooms-including the lotus, cherry blossom, while others venture into the
realm of the imagination, inventing new varieties. ? A basics section covers the fundamentals, and all the flowers appear
in stunning color photos. Use them for home, party, or wedding decorations-they're gorgeous! kws: oragami set for kids,
orgami papers, oragami set for beginners, oragami books for kids, origami for kids beginners, origami book for kids,
origami books for adults, origami flowers, paper flowers book
"A collection of two dozen easy-to-fold paper airplane designs (using no cutting or glue), as well as innovative theories of
flight. Includes the author's Guinness World Record-breaking airplane as well as 16 tear-out model planes"-Cut-out and create your own fleet of Police VehiclesCruisers, Interceptors, Patrol cars they are all here along with
barricades. road blocks and traffic cones so you can create your own Police scenes! Makes an excellent gift for
birthdays, Christmas, friends or any special occasion. Please supervise very young kids with scissors and glue
Meet Jason Chaser, hover car racer. He's won himself a place at the International Race School, where racers either
make it on to the Pro Circuit – or they crash and burn.But he's an outsider. He's younger than the other racers. His car,
the Argonaut, is older. And on top of that, someone doesn't want him to succeed at the School and will do anything to
stop him.Now Jason Chaser isn't just fighting for his place on the starting line, he's racing for his life.
Cut Out and Make Cop CarsPapercraft Activity Book for Boys and Girls
Easy Origami Book Are you looking to introduce your kids to a different kind of fun So This Book For You! Simple
instructions will help your child and you quickly start creating fantastic origami.The book presents easy and clear
schemes: from hat to funny animals. From the book, you will learn how to make cute animals such as dog, cat, fox,
mouse, and piggy from colored paper. You will also find fascinating schemes of fish, birds, cars, the moon, an envelope,
ice-cream, magic hats, and many other things. There are tons of cool crafts that start with just scissors and a piece of
paper. Bursting with a variety of colorful, ready-to-cut templates paired with easy-to-follow instructions, these paper
crafts. Origami for Kids is perfect for parents searching for interactive, real world activities that challenge the mind and
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encourage creative experimentation! This origami book includes: Fun Origami games to keep them interested different
Origami models Tips and techniques Cool, colorful illustrations appeal to kids and parents alike. Stay on track from the
first snip to the final fold with super simple instructions anyone can follow. Paper has never been so fun with these playful
paper crafts
There may be a whole universe of PaperPeople, but everyone has to have someplace to call home. PaperPeopleville is a
bustling city that includes three house playsets, a post office, a bank, a gas station, two cars, five townspeople, and a city
park to relax in after a long day of PaperPeopling. A great standalone playset, also works well to expand the play of other
sets. The PaperPeople Universe is an interactive series of papercraft projects, aimed primarily at kids, although adults
are certainly not excluded from the fun! There are a wide variety of projects, with new kits always being added to the line.
The PaperPeople Universe is filled with people, animals, playsets, and accessories, all cross compatible, to enhance
imaginative play and let kids express their own personalities in their own Universe. Figures can be used as action figures,
finger puppets, room decor, hung as Christmas ornaments, decorations on gift packages, or anything else you can dream
up. Models are easily assembled following the instructions in the book, and are generally appropriate for those schoolaged and above.
Are You a Big Fan of Sports Cars? Have you ever colored your dream cars? If your answer is YES, then this coloring
book is right for you. 45 Unique and Beautiful Hand Drawn Supercar Illustrations for you to color and challenge. This
Sports Cars Colouring Book is designed for kids and adults of all ages and skill levels. Coloring pages in this book are
printed on a single page to avoid the bleeding of color. Each coloring page is Incredibly Fun and Relaxing and is
designed to provide calmness and relaxation. This supercar colouring book is the best gift for men and boys for any
holiday or special occasion. The 45 Sports cars in this book are listed as following: Aston Martin DBS SuperleggeraAudi
R8 V10 Plus BMW M2 Competition BMW M3 GTS BMW M4 GTS Chevrolet Camaro Z28 Chevrolet Camaro ZL1 1LE
Chevrolet Corvette Z06 C7R Chevrolet Corvette ZR1 Dodge Challenger SRT Hellcat Redeye Dodge Viper SRT10 ACR
Widescreen Ferrari 458 Italia Ferrari 360 Challenge Stradale Ferrari 430 Scuderia Ferrari 488 Pista Ford GT40 Ford
Mustang Shelby GT350R Honda NSX Jaguar XE SV Project 8 Lamborghini Aventador LP750 4 SV Lamborghini
Aventador SVJ Lamborghini Gallardo LP 570 4 Superleggera Lamborghini Huracan Performante Lamborghini Murcielago
LP 670 4 SuperVeloce Lexus LFA Nurburgring Edition Lotus Elise Cup 250 McLaren 600LT McLaren 650S Spider
McLaren Senna Mercedes AMG GT R PRO Mercedes Benz SL 65 AMG Black Mercedes Benz SLS AMG Black Series
Nissan GT R Nismo Novitec Ferrari 812 Superfast Polestar 1 Porsche 911 Turbo (993) Porsche 911 Carrera GTS
Porsche 911 GT2 RS Porsche 911 GT3 RS Porsche 911 Turbo S Porsche 918 Spyder Porsche 930 Turbo Rimac C Two
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Tesla Roadster Toyota Supra Ready to begin your creative and colorful journey? Click the Add to Cart button and order
your copy today!
My Little Pony comes to 3D life in this book of paper crafts! Fans of My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic can now bring
their favorite characters to life using this unique craft book! Featuring original templates that come pre-scored and diecut, each paper character is ready to pop out, fold, and glue. The adorable designs and simple instructions make this a
fun collectible for My Little Pony fans of all ages. CHARACTER LINE-UP: Twilight Sparkle | Rainbow Dash | Fluttershy |
Pinkie Pie | Rarity | Applejack | Spike | Princess Celestia | Princess Luna | Princess Cadance | Shining Armor | Starlight
Glimmer | Trixie | Big McIntosh | Zecora | Scootaloo | Sweetie Belle | Apple Bloom | Flurry Heart *BONUS* Extra blank
patterns so you can create your own ponies!
Fold and display papercraft works of art with this intermediate to advanced origami book. Adirondack animals,
cephalopods and arctic marine mammals are just a few of the realistic and elegant origami models you'll be able to fold
with this unique book. Origami Animal Sculpture offers a refreshing take on the endlessly fascinating field of animal
origami paper folding. In this book, folders will find beautiful photos, clear directions and streamable or downloadable
video that make the creatures in this new collection a joy to fold and display. Author John Szinger has put together
expressive lifelike 3D origami with intermediate-to-advanced models of unusual animals and related objects. This origami
book contains: 128 page, full-color book 22 original origami models Step-by-step instructions Colorful diagrams and
photographs Origami folders will find that the sculptures they create are customized to exhibit the subjects' personality
and attitude. Szinger's attention to detail is the hallmark of his work. He's been folding paper for most of his life, starting
with paper airplanes at a young age. He devoured origami books at his local library and soon began experimenting with
his own designs. Ten years ago, Szinger came back to origami after a long hiatus and began attending conventions,
where he met other dedicated folders and was inspired to create his own original models. From these encounters, he
began folding origami pieces for personal enjoyment, and to share with other origami makers. Origami models include:
Foxy Fox Brown Bear Octopus Giant Squid Bull Walrus Elephant Seal Narwhal Inchworm Butterfly And many more!
Fly high with paper models of some of the most astonishing aircraft and spacecraft ever designed! The Smithsonian's National Air and Space
Museum hosts seven million visitors annually—a testament to our enduring fascination with flight. Noted origami artist John Szinger has
created this unique collection of paper airplane and rocket models inspired by real life flying machines. Let your imagination soar with 14
original designs, including: A Supersonic Transport, recalling the golden age of commercial hypersonic travel The Space Pod, designed to
safely return astronauts to earth through the intense heat of re-entry A graceful Hot Air Balloon—make several to create your own miniature
ballooning festival An elusive Flying Saucer—try as they might, the government can't conceal this one A sci-fi inspired Art Deco Rocket with
exaggerated fins and sleek lines And many other thrilling origami air and space models! Air and Space Origami Kit contains everything you
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need to create high quality air and space models: A colorful 64-page step-by-step origami instructions book 14 exciting air and space origami
projects 48 sheets of downloadable, double-sided folding paper for printing at home Each model comes complete with a set of interesting
facts about the vehicle, as well as detailed step-by-step instructions showing you how to fold it. Air and Space Origami Kit is perfect for
aspiring astronauts and origami beginners of all ages!
Gentlemen, turn your pages! When an iconic vehicle zooms along the road, people of all ages stop and turn their heads. Amazing feats of
innovation and engineering, these cultural treasures are not just stylish and powerful, they’re irresistible symbols of status, freedom, and
progress. Now Cars: A Complete History puts that sense of “engine-uity” back into the collector’s hands by providing fifty press-out models
of the world’s most distinguished vehicles, along with an informative and entertaining account of each car’s role in automobile history in a
fun and imaginative two-part book. Enjoy photos and illustrations of cars, both classic and modern, along with the celebrities who brought
some of them their fame, including Al Capone and the Duesenberg Model J, Sean Connery’s James Bond in the Aston Martin DB5, or Steve
McQueen with the Ford Mustang Mark 1 in Bullitt. From social and cultural history to the advancement of technological innovation, you’ll
learn everything from who drove the 1959 Austin Mini to which car prompted the introduction of a national speed limit. Cars: A Complete
History will have auto enthusiasts young and old racing to assemble models and fuel their minds with information.
People are instinctively drawn to hearing stories and telling stories. Practical Storytelling explains the mechanics of how and why stories
work. It provides several step-by-step processes to help you create and tell your own stories to improve business and personal relationships.
The example stories presented here, including the central story: "Tan's Tile," were chosen to demonstrate each aspect of story development.
Practical Storytelling breaks a story down into a set of core components and explains how you can construct each one. You'll learn to
implement stories in business and social settings including sales, marketing, meetings, training and more. This hands-on guide also includes
a glossary, exercises, worksheets and sample stories. Topics include: attract attention and achieving retention, affecting behavior, story
types, theme development, audience analysis, character design, plot construction, acts and scenes, factoring the environment, collecting
stories and story delivery.
Describes materials and techniques used to create such projects as pop-ups, greeting cards, origami, book covers, and sculptures
Fifteen colorful origami fortune tellers offer kids loads of fun as they predict their futures at playdates, sleepovers, birthday parties, camp, or
even by themselves. Pre-printed, perforated, and easy to fold, the paper toys feature themes ranging from Birthday Bash to Vacation
Destination, plus 3 fill-in-the-blanks fortune tellers for personalized predictions.
Immerse yourself in railroad history all the livelong day! An icon of the Industrial Revolution, railroads were essential to the progress of the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Today’s trains travel at speeds up to 268 miles per hour, and the limits continue to be pushed. Trains: A
Complete History provides an excellent overview of the train models that were groundbreaking in their respective eras. The scope of progress
comes to life on these pages—from the 1830 Best Friend of Charleston, whose passengers were to said to have traveled “on the wings of the
wind” at a whopping top speed of twenty-five miles per hour, to the 2012 hybrid-powered Japan Railway HD300, which uses 36 percent less
fuel than traditional trains and travels at speeds up to seventy miles per hour. Complete with a detachable collection of press-out model train
pieces, Trains: A Complete History is the two-in-one book that will have train enthusiasts young and old tooting their horns and hollering, “All
aboard!”
Introducing fold-by-number, a revolutionary origami new concept in paper folding. Created by the founder of Taro’s Origami Studio, Origami
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City marries the joy of paper folding with the foolproof appeal of paint-by-number with the imaginative play of LEGO or Playmobils. This
ingenious book is an all-in-one kit for a complete origami metropolis: 75 realistic pieces to fold with step-by-step instructions; an illustrated
paper play mat; and over 100 sheets of preprinted origami paper with numbers and lines for folding. The models—houses, office buildings,
cars, emergency and construction vehicles, an airport, even dogs and squirrels to run in the parks—are meticulously detailed, illustrated by
Brooklyn-based artist Simon Arizpe. For ages 7 and up.
Re-create authentic models of such classics as a 1965 Mustang, 1956 T-Bird, 1964 MGB and 1963 Corvette — many complete with
attachable grilles, hubcaps, hand brakes, dashboards, gearshifts, much more. Detailed assembly diagrams, easy-to-follow directions for
projects of varying difficulty.
Making things is fun, but making things with friends is even better. So grab some paper, scissors and some crafty pals and you'll find there's
no end to what you can create together. With projects ranging from from party hats to paper pictures, plus oodles of information and
inspiration, this fabulous new book from the Super+Super series has it all. In this quirky step-by-step guide you'll find 20 fun and fabulous
projects to get your creative teeth into.
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